Progress secured

We switch on...
so you can
switch off.
bauwatch.co.uk

Europe’s market leader

Professional, tailored, around the clock

BauWatch
facts & figures

How does
BauWatch work?
For construction site surveillance, property protection or theft prevention BauWatch is the European leader in mobile video surveillance. We offer a
portfolio of monitoring solutions that can secure every conceivable area to be
monitored. Whether it’s a construction site in a residential area, a power-less
long-term vacant property or some other site that needs protection:
BauWatch is the solution.

Founded
in 2008

Complete,
integrated
security solution

Over 200
employees

Independent
security
business

Highly visible
deterrent

30,000
expulsions from
sites per year

Monitoring
over 4,500
simultaneously
active systems

Mobile camera
systems

More than
10,000 satisfied
customers
across Europe

In-house 24/7
control centres

Over 1500
arrests per year

The second our state-of-the-art integrated software
detects movement, the cameras start recording and an
alarm signal is sent to our in-house 24/7 control centre.
There, our trained team instantly check the images and
act in real time. In the event that unauthorised individuals
are detected, the team will activate the integrated
tannoy system to let them know their actions are being
monitored. In virtually all cases, this action alone will
resolve the issue. Either way, the process agreed with
customers will be followed – whether that’s alerting the
key holder, the agreed security service or the police.
Additionally, the high-tech sensors inside the monitoring
towers detect manipulation attempts and vandalism in
order to report them to the control centre. The towers
are configured to detect technical faults, which
can then be conveniently and promptly rectified
by remote maintenance.
In summary, we offer efficient and effective temporary
security for sites - combining technology with
exceptional and transparent customer service.

Established in the Netherlands,
Leading in Europe
Established in 2008, BauWatch is the European leader
in the provision of rapidly deployed, digitally managed,
temporary site security and compliance systems.
Our significant investment in product development has
enabled the release of systems and platforms exceeding
our customer’s developing requirements. BauWatch
created this product category and now sets the standard
for the industry.
Following exponential growth in the Netherlands and
Germany, and with significant investment from new
owners Haniel (Over £3billion turnover, over 20,000
employees), BauWatch is now bringing its full range of
products and services to the UK market.
Theft and vandalism costs the UK construction industry
in excess of £800M per year with more than 1 in every
5 sites affected. This significant issue, coupled with
the evolving technological and digital expectations
of our customers align perfectly with the BauWatch
product offering. With a focus on exceptional customer
service, simple and effective products and market
leading technology, we’re now able to fully service the
UK construction market with flexible temporary security
solutions that mean we can switch on when you switch
off - ensuring customers can focus on project progress.

Single solution for site security

The BauWatch
advantages
Full site assessment to
ensure effective working

Express delivery and
installation within 72 hours

The design
advantages
In-house 24/7
control centres

Assembly, service &
maintenance

✓ Clear all-round overview - Exceptional site visibility

• Up to 200m detection range
• 360° view for complete visibility of defined area
• Live images on activation allowing for immediate action
• Night vision mode with anti-vandal protection

✓ Mobile and flexible
✓ Pre-install review of area

to advise on best solution

✓ Identification and

solution resolution for
potential issues for video
surveillance (eg lack
of fencing)

✓ Tailored solution to fit

customer needs (special
working hours etc)

✓ Delivery, positioning,

connection, installation
and setup by our
qualified personnel

✓ On-site installation in
less than one hour

✓ Control & processing of

✓ UK-wide service

✓ Live speaker via Tower

✓ Exclusively trained

incoming alarm messages

loudspeaker

✓ ISO 9001 certified
✓ Available to customers
365 days a year,
24 hours a day

✓ Security certificate and
daily reporting in case
of alarm

technician network

BauWatch employees
delivering our site
solutions – we ‘own’ our
promise of exceptional
customer care

✓ Added value services

available through our
partnership agreements
with market leaders

• Quick installation and flexibility to change location
• Transport format (W x D x H): 120 x 120 x 250cm

✓ Optimum viewing height

• Extendable telescopic mast (up to 6.20m)

✓ Stability for image quality

• Steel cables for fixing the mast for a clear picture
in the case of any wind and weather

✓ Preventative Light Colour

• Green light headlight (70W LED)
• Illuminates a floor area of up to 2,600sqm
• Proven deterrent for intruders and vandals

✓ Safe tower body

• Robust, stainless steel frame
• Failsafe operation through battery backup up to 48 hours

Insurance companies already appreciate us very much...

...and let you benefit from it. Our customers in the rest of Europe have benefitted from reduced
premiums on insurance through their use of our products. Ask your insurance company to what
extent your premium will decrease as a result of our use...you might be pleasantly surprised!

✓ Steadfastness

• Firm footing due to steel telescopic feet

Simple. Efficient. Effective.

BauWatch
at a glance

Detection / control / action

The alarm
process chain
Whether there’s a real threat (intruders, vandals) or
something harmless triggers an activation (such as flying
leaves or a fluttering site banner), the BauWatch special
software detects and records every movement in the area
covered by our towers.

Your advantage:

Incoming alarm messages are checked and evaluated
by trained security personnel in the BauWatch internal
24/7 control centre.

Your advantage:

In the event of a real alarm, the perpetrator is personally
addressed by BauWatch staff via the tower loudspeaker
by means of a live address. In the majority of cases, this
intervention is enough to scare intruders away. At the same
time the security service and/or the police are informed.

The BauWatch control centre provides detailed information
to both the security service/police and the customer site
contact. All our notes and screen shots are available to
support any incident.

24/7 protection of
your property

No false alarms no unnecessary costs

Your advantage:

Over 95% of intruders
removed from site by
this action
Your advantage:

Full tracking and
reporting of all
security activity

✓ The site is safe!
✓ Progress is secured!

Progress secured

We would be delighted
to provide you with
a no-obligation quote:
0800 170 1014
info@bauwatch.co.uk
www.bauwatch.co.uk
Follow us: @BauWatchUK

